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Many multidomain proteins contain disordered linkers that regu-
late interdomain contacts, and thus the effective concentrations
that govern intramolecular reactions. Effective concentrations are
rarely measured experimentally, and therefore little is known
about how they relate to linker architecture. We have directly
measured the effective concentrations enforced by disordered
protein linkers using a fluorescent biosensor. We show that effec-
tive concentrations follow simple geometric models based on
polymer physics, offering an indirect method to probe the struc-
tural properties of the linker. The compaction of the disordered
linker depends not only on net charge, but also on the type of
charged residues. In contrast to theoretical predictions, we found
that polyampholyte linkers can contract to similar dimensions as
globular proteins. Hydrophobicity has little effect in itself, but
aromatic residues lead to strong compaction, likely through
π-interactions. Finally, we find that the individual contributors to
chain compaction are not additive. We thus demonstrate that direct
measurement of effective concentrations can be used in systematic
studies of the relationship between sequence and structure of in-
trinsically disordered proteins. A quantitative understanding of the
relationship between effective concentration and linker sequence
will be crucial for understanding disorder-based allosteric regula-
tion in multidomain proteins.

effective concentration | intrinsically disordered protein | flexible linker |
polymer physics | fluorescent biosensor

Protein interactions are tightly regulated. The specificity is not
only determined by the protein structure, but also by which

molecules a protein encounters. Molecular encounters are often
enhanced by a direct physical connection between the interaction
partners, which changes the protein–protein interaction from a
bi- to a unimolecular process. Many proteins thus primarily
function by connecting other proteins, for example, an enzyme to
its substrate or weakly interacting proteins to each other (1–3).
Furthermore, multidomain proteins often contain long linkers
that play a similar role for intramolecular interactions (4) and
modulate phase separation (5). A physical connection often in-
creases encounter rates by several orders of magnitude, which
shifts equilibrium position of binding reactions and the rates of
biochemical reactions by a similar amount (6, 7). The encounter
frequency of such linked reactions is concentration-independent.
Instead, it depends on the architecture of the connection, and
therefore linker properties directly affect protein function.
Interdomain linkers often belong to the family of intrinsically

disordered proteins (IDPs) (8). IDPs do not fold into stable
structures, but form an ensemble of interconverting structures
that may contain a range of transient interactions. Sufficiently
long disordered linkers allow the tethered domains to contact in
any orientation, and therefore they represent a generic mecha-
nism for fusing domains, which cannot be accomplished by rigid
proteins. For example, p300 coactivators consist of an enzymatic
domain coupled to protein–protein interaction domains via dis-
ordered linkers (4). The connection between molecules is not
static, but can vary in time and space to regulate the functions

of the tethered domains. This variation may result in allosteric
regulation via, e.g., phosphorylation or protein binding in the linkers.
Allostery usually describes the thermodynamic interaction between
2 ligands that are not in direct contact. Usually, this allostery is
transmitted through structural changes in folded domains, but
may also occur via changes in the structural ensembles of IDPs (9,
10). Structural changes of linker regions can affect the function of
the tethered domains, and linkers thus provide a generic mecha-
nism whereby an event can affect distant parts of a protein. To
understand such allosteric effects, it is crucial to study the role of
linkers quantitatively.
The functions of linkers can be understood quantitatively in

terms of effective concentrations. For an intramolecular reac-
tion, the encounter rate between tethered domains equals the
rate of the same untethered reaction at a given concentration
(11). This concentration is known as the effective concentration.
Formally, the effective concentration is defined as the ratio of
the equilibrium constants for 2 equivalent binding reactions, where
one occurs intra- and one intermolecularly (12). When the linker
is sufficiently long to join the binding sites without strain, the
effective concentration is independent of what is linked and
solely a property of the linker (13, 14). Intriguingly, this suggests
that effective concentrations can be measured in a convenient
model system and extrapolated to other systems. Effective con-
centrations can be measured by competition experiments, where
a free ligand displaces a tethered ligand (12). Such measurements
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have mostly been used in efforts to optimize multivalent drugs
through avidity (15, 16). In molecular biology, effective concen-
trations are rarely measured experimentally, but usually estimated
theoretically from the volume in which the tethered ligand is free
to diffuse (17–21). While such simple geometric models are
commonly used, they have not been tested in complex biological
systems.
The simplest linker is a fully disordered chain. Fully disor-

dered linkers are an attractive model for understanding effective
concentrations, as they are well-described by theories borrowed
from polymer physics. When the sizes of disordered proteins are
measured as, e.g., end-to-end distances or the radius of hydration
or gyration, they scale with the chain length following a power
law such as:
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where N is the number of residues and ν is a scaling exponent
determined by chain compaction. Such scaling laws underpin
theoretical calculations of effective concentrations, as the chain
length defines the radius of the accessible volume. The scaling
exponent for effective concentrations is thus usually assumed to
be −3ν, although such models have not been verified experimen-
tally. Prediction of effective concentrations thus depend on the
scaling exponent ν. On average, IDPs have been found to have ν
values from 0.51 to 0.58 (22–24), but the scaling exponents of
disordered proteins varies from about 0.4 for disordered states of
foldable proteins to about 0.72 for highly charged IDPs (25). For
reference, globular proteins and rigid rods have scaling expo-
nents of 0.33 and 1, respectively. The sequence–compaction re-
lationship of IDPs has been studied by correlating chain size with
variations in sequence. Net charge dominates chain compaction
through intrachain repulsion (22, 25–27). Furthermore, compac-
tion is weakly correlated to hydrophobicity and weakly anticorre-
lated to proline content (22). The literature depicts a complicated
relationship between polyampholyte strength and compaction, as
the overall effect of polyampholyte interactions can cause com-
paction or expansion (28, 29). The complexity arises due to the
patterning of charged residues (29–31), which leads to attractive
interactions between some parts of the chain and repulsive inter-
actions with others.
Here we investigate how effective concentrations in multido-

main proteins depend on linker architecture. We directly mea-
sure effective concentrations for many disordered linkers with
systematic changes in the physical properties of the linker. Our
fluorescent biosensor for measurement of the effective concen-
trations provides a way to probe sequence–compaction rela-
tionships in intrinsically disordered proteins and relating these to
biochemical function.

Materials and Methods
Preparation of DNA Constructs. DNA constructs were obtained from GenScript
by insertion of synthetic genes between the NdeI and BamHI sites of a pET15b
vector and subcloning of new linkers using unique NheI and KpnI sites
flanking the linkers. Full protein sequences are given in SI Appendix,
Supplementary Materials.

Protein Expression and Purification. All fusion protein constructs were
expressed in BL21(DE3) cells in 50 mL ZYM-5052 autoinduction medium (32)
supplied with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and shaking at 120 rpm. The temperature
was kept at 37 °C for 3 h and thereafter decreased to 18 °C. The cells were
harvested by centrifugation (15 min, 6,000 × g) after 40 to 48 h, when the
cultures had changed color, indicating mature fluorescent proteins. Bacterial
pellets were lysed using B-PER Bacterial Protein Extraction Kit (Thermo Sci-
entific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and the lysate was applied
to gravity flow columns packed with nickel Sepharose. After washing with
20 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.4, 0.5 M NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, fusion proteins were
eluted by increasing the imidazole concentration to 0.5 M. Fusion proteins
were subsequently purified using Strep-Tactin XT Superflow columns (IBA)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions and dialyzed overnight into
Tris-buffered saline (TBS). The MBD2 peptide was expressed overnight in
BL21(DE3) cells at 37 °C in ZYM-5052 autoinduction medium with 100 μg/mL
ampicillin with shaking at 120 rpm. The cells were resuspended in 20 mM
NaH2PO4, pH 7.4, 0.5 M NaCl, 20 mM imidazole and lysed by heating to 80 °C
for 20 min (33), and debris pelleted by centrifugation (15 min, 14,000 × g).
The peptide was purified by nickel Sepharose as before except a stepwise
elution up to 0.5 M imidazole was used before dialysis into TBS. It was critical
to prepare and concentrate the MBD2 peptide freshly and store it on ice
until use. Protein concentrations were measured using A280.

Measurement of Effective Concentrations. A total of 0.1 μM of each fusion
protein was titrated with the MBD2 peptide through 16 serial 2-fold dilu-
tions in TBS. The starting concentration was in the range of 1.6 to 2 mM for
WT MBD2 and 3.3 mM for the V227A MBD2. Samples were analyzed in
triplicate in black 386-well plates with 1 g/L bovine serum albumin (BSA;
Fisher Scientific) added to prevent sticking. The FRET measurements were
performed in a SpectraMax I3 plate reader using donor excitation at
500 nm, and emission detected in 25-nm-wide bands centered at 535 and
600 nm. The titration data were analyzed by nonlinear fitting in MATLAB
to the standard fitting equation for 1:1 binding reactions with Kd replaced
by ce,app:
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where E1 and E2 are the apparent FRET values in the open and closed states
and P is the concentration of the fusion protein. For titration with the WT
MBD2 peptide, this determines an “apparent effective concentration,”
which was multiplied by the affinity ratio of the WT and V227A peptides to
produce the true effective concentration. The correction factor was estab-
lished to be 30 by titration of the fusion protein containing the GS120 linker
with the V227AMBD2 peptide. Polymer scaling parameters were extracted by
a linear fit to log(ce) vs. logN to allow an equal weighting of the errors in ce.

Diffusion Measurements by Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS). FCS
measurementswere recorded on samples containing∼10 nMof the 40-residue
linker variant of each linker composition in TBS at 23 °C. The fluorescent
proteins were excited using the 488-nm laser, and the donor dye emission was
acquired for 5 min in 10-μs time bins using a home-built confocal single
molecule FRET instrument described previously (34). Autocorrelation curves
were generated using multipletau 0.3.3. Datasets with high molecular weight
bursts were eliminated. The dimensions of the confocal volume were de-
termined with Atto488 as reference (35). The autocorrelation curves were
fitted globally using Igor Pro-6.37 to the equation describing free diffusion
through a Gaussian volume with a triplet state contribution (36):
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The parameters describing the confocal volume (r0, zz) were determined
from the reference sample, and the parameters describing the triplet state
dynamics (T, τtrip) were fitted as global parameters across all diffusion
measurements.

Results
Reporter Design. We designed a fusion protein inspired by FRET
biosensors (37) to measure effective concentrations for different
linker architectures. An exchangeable linker joins 2 protein do-
mains that form an interaction pair. These domains are flanked
by the fluorescent proteins mClover3 and mRuby3, which form a
FRET pair (38) (Fig. 1A). When the intramolecular complex is
formed, the fluorescent proteins are brought into close contact,
resulting in efficient FRET. The effective concentration is
measured by following the FRET efficiency in a titration (12),
where a free ligand displaces the intramolecular interaction. The
ideal interaction pair is small, has a known 3D structure, is easy
to produce in Escherichia coli, and binds tightly to ensure full
ring-closing. Furthermore, in the bound state, the N terminus of
one protein should be close to the C terminus of the other and
vice versa. This ensures a high FRET efficiency in the closed
state and allows even a short linker to join the domains without
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strain. These constraints are ideally fulfilled by an antiparallel
heterodimeric coiled coil such as the complex between MBD2
and p66α used here (Fig. 1B) (39).

The fusion proteins have purification tags at both the N and
C termini to allow parallel purification of many constructs by
sequential affinity chromatography. After purification, SDS/
PAGE revealed a major band corresponding to the expected
molecular weight of the fusion protein (Fig. 1C). The 4 minor
bands corresponded to proteolytic cleavage in the mRuby3
domain as revealed by mass spectrometry. These bands could
not be removed by gel filtration. This suggests that the cleaved
fluorescent proteins remain in a stable complex, although it is
not clear whether it is fluorescent. A fraction of inactive fluo-
rophores will decrease the FRET amplitude, but will not affect
the midpoint of the titration and the measurements of effective
concentrations.

Measurement of Effective Concentration. Fusion proteins were
initially constructed with linkers consisting of (GS)n repeats
ranging from 20 to 120 residues. A 240-residue GS-linker was
also tested, but resulted in insoluble protein. Titration of all
constructs with free WT MBD2 peptide resulted in a sigmoidal
decrease of the proximity ratio (Fig. 2A), where the titration
midpoint marks the apparent effective concentration. For increasing
linker lengths, the titration midpoint was reached at lower peptide
concentrations consistent with a decrease in effective concen-
tration. Simultaneously, the proximity ratio of the posttitration
baseline decreased with linker length consistent with a more ex-
panded open form (Fig. 2A). Across the whole dataset, the pre-
and posttransition proximity ratios varied unsystematically, which
we believe was due to small differences in fluorophore matura-
tion. This prevents determination of intramolecular distances

+

A B C

α

α

Fig. 1. A FRET biosensor for measuring effective concentrations. (A) Titration with free MBD2 peptide displaces the intramolecular interaction and results in
a decrease in the FRET efficiency. (B) Structure of the interaction pair in the fusion protein: the antiparallel coiled coil formed between MBD2 and p66α (PDB
ID code 2L2L) (39). (C) SDS/PAGE gel of the purified fusion protein reveals internal cleavage sites in mRuby3. The cleavage products cannot be removed, but do
not affect measurements.

A B

C D

Fig. 2. Measurement of effective concentrations. (A) Titration curves of fusion proteins containing GS-linkers of variable length reveal that the effective
concentration scales monotonously with linker length. (B) The correction factor corresponding to the difference in affinity between WT and V227A was
determined by titration of fusion protein GS120 containing the V227A mutation with both competitor peptides. (C) Effective concentrations follow a power
law as revealed by the straight line in a log-log plot. The scaling exponent that is the focus of the remainder of the manuscript is derived from nonlinear
fitting as indicated. (D) The expected geometric relation between scaling exponents for protein size, ν, and effective concentration. The linker defines a
volume in which tethered ligand can diffuse, and the effective concentration is inversely proportional to this diffusion volume. Error bars represent 95%
confidence interval.
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from FRET values, but does not affect the midpoint of the ti-
tration and thus the measurement of the effective concentration.
Fitting of titration data requires the concentration of the free

ligand to exceed the midpoint by a factor of 10. This is imprac-
tical for effective concentrations that were expected to reach
the millimolar range. Therefore, the fusion proteins contained a
weakened mutant MBD2 (V227A) and were titrated with WT
MBD2 peptide. This shifted the midpoint by the ratio between
WT and V227A affinities, which subsequently was applied as a
correction factor. To determine the correction factor, we titrated
the fusion protein with the GS120 linker with both WT and
V227A peptide (Fig. 2B). The titration midpoint was shifted by a
factor of 30, which was applied to the titration midpoint of all
variants to produce the effective concentration. As it was im-
practical to prepare competitor peptides for each linker com-
position, we used the titrant peptide with a flanking GS-segment
for all other linker compositions. As the flanking linker residues
may affect the stability of the complex, the correction factor may
differ for other linker compositions. A mismatched correction
factor results in a constant shift of the polymer scaling law, but
should not affect the scaling exponent.
The effective concentration scales with linker length following

a power law as shown by the straight line in Fig. 2C. Notably, this
conclusion does not require any assumptions of the distribution
of the linker conformations. Relative to one binding partner,
geometric considerations suggest that the volume accessible to
the other partner scales with the linker length with an exponent
of 3ν (Fig. 2D). Accordingly, the effective concentrations should
scale with an exponent of −3ν. Fitting of effective concentrations
from the GS-linker series gave a scaling exponent of −1.46 cor-
responding to a ν of 0.49. The GS-linker is a polar tract in a
recent systematic classifications (29), and is thus expected to
form relatively compact globules due to backbone interactions
(40). Accordingly, the GS-linker was slightly more compact than
denatured proteins (41) and IDPs (22–24). GS-repeats are fre-
quently used as linkers in protein design as they are assumed to
behave as ideal Gaussian chains. The scaling exponent deter-
mined here agrees well with the predicted ν of 0.5 for a Gaussian
chain, thus validating this assumption.

Variation of the Linker Sequence. The excellent agreement with a
power law suggested that effective concentrations could be used
to probe the sequence–compaction relationship of IDPs. To
probe how the effective concentration depends on linker se-
quence, we systematically varied the properties that were likely
to affect linker compaction: charge, ampholyte strength, rigidity,
hydrophobicity, and aromaticity. All sequences used have pre-
dicted helical propensities below 5%, suggesting that secondary
structure formation does not contribute appreciably to the linker

properties (SI Appendix, Table S1). We systematically increased
the net charge of the linker by introduction of charged residues
into a GS-linker. All linkers used here have a uniform pattern
throughout the sequence (Fig. 3A), which allows linkers of dif-
ferent lengths to be described by a single scaling exponent. For
each linker composition, we generated linkers with totals of 20,
40, 60, and 120 residues and measured the effective concentra-
tions through titration experiments. In a few cases near the limit
of solubility, the longest linker was shortened to 80 residues or
the series only contained the 3 shorter linkers (SI Appendix,
Table S1). Each linker composition followed a power law as il-
lustrated for linkers containing glutamate residues (Fig. 3B and
SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Both the prefactor and the scaling exponent
from the fit varied with linker composition. Whereas scaling ex-
ponents vary in physically meaningful ways, we cannot rationalize
the variation in the prefactors (SI Appendix, Table S2). The pre-
factor absorbs any variations in the strength of the protein in-
teraction as a systematic error, e.g., due to the effect of the linker
close to the interaction pair. Such errors are likely constant for
different linker lengths and do thus not affect the scaling expo-
nent. Therefore, in the following experiments we concentrated on
the scaling exponent that reports on linker compaction.
Disordered linkers can interact with adjacent folded domain

(42) or with linkers from other molecules, and such interactions
might be present in our biosensor. To test whether such inter-
actions contribute to the changes in scaling coefficients, we
evaluated the effects of a hypothetical interaction between the
linker and a fluorescent domain using the ensemble optimization
method (43, 44). We generated an ensemble consisting of rigid
folded domains connected by disordered linkers and selected a
subset with a contact between the linker and a fluorescent pro-
tein based on a distance <8 Å between any atom of the linker
and the fluorescent domain. The average Rg of the contact
subset decreased by 4% (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A), which repre-
sents a conservative estimate of the effect of an interaction. To
evaluate whether any of the linkers perturbed the biosensor
structure, we measured the diffusion coefficients by fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (SI Appendix, Fig. S2B and Table S2).
As we wish to exclude effects on the biosensor structure, we
sought to minimize the effect of the linker expansion itself by
using variants with relatively short linkers (40 residues). The
diffusion coefficients do not follow changes in scaling exponent
for any linker series (SI Appendix, Fig. S2C) and are uncorrelated
with scaling coefficients for the entire dataset (Fig. 2D). The
errors of the FCS measurements are about the same size as the
predicted effect of a linker interaction with a fluorescent domain,
so these experiments cannot conclusively rule out interactions
between the linkers and the folded domains. However, the lack
of an overall correlation (SI Appendix, Fig. S2D) suggested that

A B C

Fig. 3. Net charge per residue dominates the scaling of effective concentration with linker length. (A) Net charge was uniformly distributed into a back-
ground of GS-linkers. The same pattern is used for subsequent linker series. (B) Measurement of effective concentration allows determination of scaling
exponents for each linker composition. Error bars represent 95% CI. (C) Scaling exponents demonstrate a linker expansion with increasing net charge.
Compared to the negatively charged residues, arginine expands the chain less and lysine more. Error bars represent SE.
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the trends in the scaling coefficients are unlikely to be caused by
aggregation or severe linker-induced collapse of the biosensor.

Are All Charged Residues Equal? To test if all charged residues
affect linker compaction equally, we measured effective con-
centrations for linkers containing increasing amounts of the
4 charged residues. For each residue type, increased net charge
per residue lead to chain expansion (Fig. 3C). Glutamate and
aspartate caused an equal expansion: the scaling exponent
changed gradually from −1.46 (ν = 0.49) in the uncharged linker
to ∼−2.1 (ν = ∼0.7) at a net charge per residue of 0.2. The
scaling exponent did not increase further with increasing net
charge, suggesting an upper limit that the linker does not expand
beyond. This limit corresponds to the ν previously observed for
highly charged IDPs (25). Lysine-containing linkers initially fol-
lowed the expansion of negatively charged linkers, but continued
up to a scaling exponent of ∼−2.4 (ν = ∼0.8). This is higher than
the ν-values reported for any other disordered protein. In con-
trast, arginine-containing linkers have the opposite effect: resi-
due fractions up to 0.1 had the same scaling exponent as GS-
linkers. At higher fractions, the scaling exponent increased, but
did not reach the same expansion as the other residue types even
at the highest fractions permitted by solubility. The difference
between arginine and lysine mirror their different roles in in-
termolecular interactions between disordered proteins (45). In
total, the titration series demonstrated that charged residues
types have a different impact on IDP compaction.

Polyampholyte Linkers. Most IDPs are polyampholytes, which en-
tails that chain compaction is determined by the balance between
attractive and repulsive interactions. Both simulation (30, 46) and
experiments (46, 47) have shown that the patterning of charged
residues have a large effect on polyampholyte compaction. To
investigate the pure effect of ampholyte strength in the absence of
charge patterning, we created linkers with a uniform distribution
of equal numbers of positively and negatively charged residues.
With the difference between lysine and arginine in mind, we also
compared polyampholytes containing each of these 2 residues
combined with glutamate. At low fractions of charged residues,

the scaling exponent was roughly constant for both polyampholyte
series. However, there appeared to be a threshold after which the
chain contracts dramatically for arginine-containing polyampholytes
(Fig. 4A). The last data point at a fraction of charged residues of
0.67 suggested a scaling exponent of −1 (ν = 0.33), which is the
same compaction as a globular protein. This observation agrees
qualitatively with the contraction caused by screening of charges
in a polyampholyte (27), but contradicts the diagram-of-states
representation of IDP classes (29, 30). In contrast, poly-
ampholyte linkers containing lysine residues had approximately
the same compaction for all fractions of charged residues.

The Effect of Proline Residues. Proline content is one of the main
determinants of IDP compaction (22), in part because proline
residues have less conformational freedom as they are restricted
to certain ϕ/φ-angles. Therefore, we gradually increased the
fraction of proline residues in the linker (Fig. 4B). The scaling
exponent increased to a plateau at ∼−1.7 (ν = ∼0.57), which is
reached at a proline fraction of 0.1, which is similar to the di-
mensions of chemically denatured proteins (41). Proline thus
expanded the linker to a lesser extent than charged residues, in
agreement with previous studies (22). Unlike the previous series,
the expansion with increasing proline content appeared non-
monotonic. This could suggest that different effects dominate at
different fractional content of proline, e.g., the propensity to
form polyproline II helices, although it is difficult to draw a firm
conclusion due to the experimental errors.

The Effect of Hydrophobic Interactions. It is unclear how hydro-
phobicity affects compaction of disordered proteins. In IDPs,
hydrophobicity is weakly anticorrelated with ν (22). However,
disordered states of foldable protein, which are much more hy-
drophobic than IDPs, form both compact (25) and expanded
states (48). To assess the effect of hydrophobicity systematically,
leucine residues were introduced into the linker. We chose leu-
cine as it is among the most hydrophobic of the nonaromatic
residues (49), but is not β-branched and thus less likely to perturb
backbone dihedral distributions. Due to solubility, the linker
sequence can only be extended up to leucine fractions of 0.2.

ν ν

ν ν

ν
ν

A B

C D

Fig. 4. The effect of polyampholyte strength and proline, leucine, and tyrosine residues on scaling exponents. (A) Scaling exponents from neutral poly-
ampholyte linkers with an equal proportion of glutamate residues and either lysine or arginine. The scaling exponents show a strong compaction to a
globular chain for polyampholytes containing arginine only. (B) Chain expansion shows a complex dependence on proline content. At low fractions of proline
residues, proline residues lead to linker expansion, which may be reversed at high proline fractions. (C) Hydrophobicity was increased by introduction of
leucine residues, but led to practically no change in chain compaction. (D) Tyrosine residues led to strong compaction, likely due to π-interactions. Error bars
are SE estimated from the fit.
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Introduction of leucine residues led to a small decrease in scaling
exponent to −1.4 (ν = 0.47; Fig. 4C). This qualitatively agreed
with a weak anticorrelation between size and hydrophobicity.

π-Interactions between Aromatic Residues. Interactions between
π-electrons in aromatic side chains have a strong potential to
induce intrachain interaction, most recently demonstrated by
their effect on liquid–liquid phase separation (45). We in-
troduced tyrosine residues as it is the least hydrophobic aromatic
amino acid and has the largest effect on phase separation (45, 50,
51). Tyrosine residues caused a noticeable reduction in the
scaling exponents already at a fractional content of 0.1, where
the scaling exponent was ∼−1.2 (ν = 0.4; Fig. 4D). The con-
traction was smaller than the contraction observed for poly-
ampholytes, although the fractional content of aromatic residues
cannot be increased as far due to insolubility. As for proline, the
contraction appears to be nonmonotonous, although it is difficult
to state decisively due to experimental errors. However, the ef-
fect of tyrosine residues was larger than that of leucine, which
suggests that π-interactions are more important to chain com-
paction than hydrophobicity.

Are Contributions to Chain Compaction Additive? Previous studies
have identified individual factors that affect IDP compaction, but
have not clarified whether they are additive. We therefore con-
structed linkers simultaneously increasing net charge and proline
content. When probed alone, proline expanded linkers measur-
ably already at a fraction of 0.05. However, when proline was
introduced together with a charged residue, it did not lead to
further expansion, but simply resulted in identical scaling expo-
nents as glutamate-only linkers (Fig. 5A). This suggested that
expansion caused by chain rigidity and net charge are not addi-
tive. Instead, the mixed sequences were simply dominated by the
strongest individual effect.

Does Hydrophobicity Modify Charge Expansion? Hydrophobicity
had a surprisingly small effect when investigated alone. To fur-
ther test this conclusion in the context of additivity, we created
mixed linker series containing glutamate and leucine residues in
equal proportion. Again, the scaling exponent followed that of
charge series alone. This series changed 2 parameters at once, so
we designed a linker series where either the glutamate content or
the leucine content was varied and the other held constant at a
residue fraction of 0.1. When the charge expansion was probed
in the context of a fraction of 0.1 leucine residues, the curve again
followed the glutamate-only series (Fig. 5B). When the fraction of
leucine residues was increased within the limits permitted by
solubility, the scaling exponent decreases slightly, although within
error (Fig. 5C). In total, these data suggest that hydrophobicity in
itself has a vanishing effect on the compaction of IDPs, at least

within the limits of protein solubility. Furthermore, they suggest
that the factors that affect IDP compaction are not necessarily
additive.

Discussion
Linkers control many biochemical reactions via the effective
concentration. Here we have shown that effective concentrations
in multidomain proteins with disordered linkers follow polymer
scaling laws. We have thus experimentally validated the geo-
metric models commonly used to estimate effective concentra-
tions, but also show that the effective concentration depends
strongly on linker sequence. For a 100-residue linker, the dif-
ference between ν values of 0.4 and 0.7 corresponds to a 63-fold
change in effective concentration assuming a constant prefactor.
This can be the difference between an intramolecular interaction
being saturated or hardly formed at all. Changes in the linkers
following, e.g., ligand binding or posttranslational modification
may thus be directly transmitted into allosteric regulation of the
domains tethered at the end. Linkers may thus be one of the
most direct examples of how the structural properties of intrin-
sically disordered proteins affect biochemical function, under-
scoring the need to understand the relationship between IDP
sequence and compaction. In the short term, direct measure-
ment of the effective concentrations using the system developed
here may help us understand allostery in IDPs (10).

Sequence–Structure Relationships in IDPs. Polymer models have
been used successfully to describe the structural properties of
IDPs and are the foundation for theoretical predictions of ef-
fective concentrations. Here we show that the relationship can be
reversed: measurement of effective concentrations is an efficient
way to parametrize polymer descriptions of IDPs and describe
the relationship between sequence and compaction. The range of
scaling exponents observed here agrees well with the range of
scaling exponents of disordered proteins described previously.
This validates the assumption of a scaling coefficient for effective
concentrations equal to −3ν, and bridges the present work to the
existing literature on IDP compaction. While we study inter-
domain linkers, it is likely that the conclusions can be generalized
to other types of IDPs, although it is necessary to keep a number
of caveats in mind. Fused domains may artificially affect the
properties of a disordered segment, and it is thus important to
exclude such effects. In our biosensors, the linker constitutes 3 to
17% of the protein, and its contributions are thus swamped in
most measurements. Therefore, we cannot exclude interactions
between the linker and the folded domains, but believe that the
systematic changes with linker length and composition make
contributions from spurious interactions unlikely.

A B C

Fig. 5. Lack of additivity of individual contributions. (A) Proline or leucine residues were introduced in equal proportion to glutamate residues, but the
scaling coefficient follows that of the glutamate-only series. This suggests that the expansion caused by net charge and chain stiffness are not additive. (B)
Charge expansion caused by glutamate against a constant fraction of 0.1 of leucine residues shows that hydrophobicity has a negligible effect. (C) Increasing
fractions of leucine only has a negligible effect on the dimensions of the linkers expanded by charge. Error bars represent SE.
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Net Charge. Net charge is the strongest predictor of the com-
paction of IDPs (22, 25, 26). Previous studies suggest that the
maximal expansion is reached at a net charge per residue of
∼0.4. In contrast, we find a value of ∼0.2 (Fig. 3C). This dif-
ference may be due to sequence differences or a fundamental
difference between a linker and an isolated chain. In previous
studies, the charge expansion occurred against a complex back-
ground sequence with compensating attractive interactions. This
can likely not be avoided, but is minimized in our linker series.
Our value may thus represent a minimal estimate of how much
charge density it takes to fully expand an otherwise inert IDP,
whereas the value of around 0.4 may be more relevant for com-
plex sequences with additional attractive interactions. Alterna-
tively, linkers may be special because, e.g., the excluded volume of
the attached domains favor expanded chains. Additionally, in the
closed biosensor, the ends of the linkers are brought into close
proximity, which may increase the linkers’ sensitivity to charge
repulsion compared to an isolated chain. Another key difference
is the role of arginine residues. Arginine form attractive interac-
tions that partially compensate for the charge–charge repulsion.
This recapitulates the role of arginine in self-association of IDPs
during liquid–liquid phase separation, and may thus be due to its
capacity to form π-interactions (45, 51). Conveniently, for most
positively charged protein sequences, this effect may be offset by
the higher than average repulsion of lysine residues. Therefore,
chain properties may be well-described in terms of the net charge
density as long as lysine and arginine are equally common.

Polyampholyte Sequences. The compaction of polyampholytes is
determined by the balance between attractive and repulsive in-
teractions. As controlled experiments on polyampholytic IDPs
have been scarce, organic polyampholytes have been used as
models to understand the impact of ampholyte strength on IDP
structure. Organic polyampholytes form a range of compact
structures and, at high charge densities, they eventually become
almost globular, albeit with a liquid-like internal structure (52).
It is not clear how well such models describe proteins, especially
because many proteins have a patchy distribution of charged
residues. In one case, increase of the ionic strengths led to ex-
pansion of a polyampholytic protein (27), which suggested that
polyampholyte interactions are overall attractive. This conclu-
sion is also supported by the compact state adopted by the
complex between 2 oppositely charged IDPs (53). On the con-
trary, a computational study of polyampholyte sequences sug-
gested that the compact state only arises if charges are unevenly
distributed, whereas a well-mixed polyampholyte was predicted
to form expanded coils (30). This is summarized in the diagram-
of-states description of IDPs, where increase of the strength of
neutral polyampholyte leads to a globule-to-coil transition (29).
Here we find that increase of the polyampholyte strength led to
compaction (Fig. 4A), but only for polyampholytes containing
arginine. This mirrors the difference we see between the posi-
tively charged residues probed in isolation. In the presence of the
attractive π-interactions in arginine residues, even a perfectly
mixed polyampholytes can contract, whereas the lysine-containing
ampholytes remain relatively expanded as predicted previously
(30). These polyampholytes resembles the mixed charge domains
of nuclear speckle proteins, which contain repeats of positively
and negatively charged residues. Increasing the fractions of argi-
nine residues increases the propensity to condensate, which is
consistent with the greater propensity for intramolecular self-
association observed here (54). Intriguingly, this shows that the
ratio between the 2 positively charged residues can tune the
functional properties of IDPs in vivo.

Hydrophobic Side Chains in IDPs. Hydrophobic side chains in IDPs
are mostly solvent-exposed. Contraction may bring such side
chains in proximity to interact and thus form a partial protection

from the solvent. Therefore, it was expected that hydrophobicity
would be anticorrelated with ν in disordered proteins (22, 25).
Recently, this conclusion was questioned, as several unfolded,
but foldable, proteins form relatively expanded chains (ν = 0.54)
despite their hydrophobicity (48). By testing the effect of hy-
drophobicity in a variety of sequence contexts, we found that
increasing the hydrophobicity did not lead to a noticeable con-
traction of the linker. One explanation for this is that the dis-
order of the chain prevents the proteins from forming even
partially desolvated hydrophobic interactions. In complex se-
quences, hydrophobicity correlates with other factors that could
cause chain compaction. Such confounders could explain the
correlation of hydrophobicity with the compaction of unfolded
states of foldable proteins (25). A key candidate for such a con-
founder is aromatic residues, which we found to induce strong
compaction of the linkers. A tyrosine fraction of 0.1 was thus
sufficient to contract the linker to most compact dimensions
observed for unfolded, but foldable, proteins (25). Similarly, ty-
rosine drives phase separation of IDPs to a much higher extent
than leucine (55), providing the equivalent finding in intermo-
lecular IDP interactions. We note that the most compact unfolded,
but foldable, proteins in previous studies also have a higher frac-
tion of aromatic residues. Aromatic residues thus potentially ex-
plain the disagreement (25, 49) on the effect of hydrophobicity in
disordered proteins.

The Additivity of IDP Compaction. Several properties affect chain
compaction, but how do they add up? Both charge and proline
residues expand the linker, but the combination of the two did
not expand the linker more than charge alone. This demon-
strates that not all contributions to chain compaction are addi-
tive. A likely explanation is that rigidity added by proline
residues can be accommodated inside the ensemble expanded by
charge–charge repulsion. The reason net charge density is such a
good predictor of the compaction of IDPs may thus be that the
strongest effect dominates in the absence of additivity. The most
likely explanation for the different threshold for charge expan-
sion is thus the presence of compensating attractive interactions.
This suggests an additivity between some factors, but likely not
all, and demonstrates that much remains to be uncovered about
sequence–compaction relationship of IDPs.

The Value of Synthetic IDPs. Our present understanding of the
relationship between sequence and structure in IDPs is mainly
based on the study of natural proteins. However, it is inherently
difficult to draw general conclusions from a small set of exam-
ples. In contrast, we have studied synthetic linkers never seen in
nature. The synthetic linkers allow tight control over the physical
properties of the linker, which is crucial for hypothesis testing.
Experiments on synthetic IDPs are thus a natural step for criti-
cally evaluating our understanding of IDPs. Synthetic DNA has
removed the need for ingenious cloning strategies used pre-
viously (56), leaving protein preparation as the major bottleneck.
For artificial proteins spanning a range of physical properties,
this can, however, be a major challenge. We have, for example,
not been able to make our linkers in isolation yet. The fusion
protein used here serves both as solubility tags and a reporter
system operating at nanomolar concentrations. These are likely
the key factors that have allowed us to study a broader range of
IDPs than previous studies. Although the potential of spurious
interactions are intrinsic to such fusion proteins, they may pro-
vide useful tools for future investigations of sequence–structure
relationships in IDPs. An exciting future direction would thus be
a direct comparison of the scaling exponents determined from
size and effective concentrations on the same sequences. Such
measurements could help delineate in which ways the sequence–
structure relationship of linkers differ from isolated IDPs.
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Protein	sequences	of	constructs	used:	
Color	code	for	features:	
SA-Strep	tag	
mClover3	
mRuby3	
Unique	restriction	sites	

Interaction	partners:	
MBD2		
p66a	

Fusion	proteins:	

MGSSHHHHHH SSGLVPRGSH MVSKGEELFT GVVPILVELD GDVNGHKFSV RGEGEGDATN 
GKLTLKFICT TGKLPVPWPT LVTTFGYGVA CFSRYPDHMK QHDFFKSAMP EGYVQERTIS 
FKDDGTYKTR AEVKFEGDTL VNRIELKGID FKEDGNILGH KLEYNFNSHY VYITADKQKN 
CIKANFKIRH NVEDGSVQLA DHYQQNTPIG DGPVLLPDNH YLSHQSKLSK DPNEKRDHMV 
LLEFVTAALE SGGEDPMVST GQSQSQSQSQ SVTDEDIRKQ EERAQQVRKK LEEALMADAS 
(Variable linker)  
GTPEERERMI KQLKEELRLE EAKLVLLKKL RQSTSQSQSQ SQSQSMVSKG EELIKENMRM 
KVVMEGSVNG HQFKCTGEGE GRPYEGVQTM RIKVIEGGPL PFAFDILATS FMYGSRTFIK 
YPADIPDFFK QSFPEGFTWE RVTRYEDGGV VTVTQDTSLE DGELVYNVKV RGVNFPSNGP 
VMQKKTKGWE PNTEMMYPAD GGLRGYTDIA LKVDGGGHLH CNFVTTYRSK KTVGNIKMPG 
VHAVDHRLER IEESDNETYV VQREVAVAKY SNLGGGMDEL YKQSQSQSWS HPQFEK 

MBD2	WT	peptide:	

MGSSHHHHHH SSGLVPRGSH MQSQSQSQSQ S VTDEDIRKQ EERVQQVRKK LEEALMADAS 
GSGSGSGSGS Y 
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Supplementary	methods:	
Ensemble	 simulations.	 We	 generated	 an	 500	 conformer	 ensemble	 of	 a	 the	 biosensor	
containing	a	40-residue	linker	using	the	Ensemble	Optimization	Method	2.1,2	The	fluorescent	
protein	 domains	 and	 the	 MBD2:p66a	 were	 treated	 as	 rigid	 bodies,	 and	 the	 linkers	 were	
modelled	 as	 a	 string	 of	 beads	 representing	 Ca-atoms	 with	 a	 compactness	 typical	 for	
intrinsically	disordered	proteins.	Input	structures	for	the	fluorescent	proteins	were	generated	
using	 homology	modelling	 by	 SWISS-MODEL3	 and	 the	MBD2-p66a	 was	 based	 on	 the	 NMR	
structure	of	the	complex.4	To	estimate	the	effects	of	an	interaction	between	the	central	linker	
and	 the	 fluorescent	domains,	we	selected	 the	subset	of	 conformers	where	any	atoms	of	 the	
linker	approach	the	fluorescent	proteins.	Contact	conformers	were	selected	as	any	conformer	
where	a	pseudo-atom	from	the	linker	approached	closer	than	an	arbitrarily	defined	threshold	
of	8	Å.		This	likely	shows	the	effect	of	such	an	interaction,	although	it	may	underestimate	the	
effect	of	a	full	absorption.		
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Supplementary	figures:	
	
	

	
	
	
Fig.	S1:	Power	law	fits	to	experimentally	determined	effective	concentrations	for	linkers	
containing	different	types	of	charged	residues	
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Fig.	 S2:	 Ensemble	 dimension	 estimated	 by	 simulation	 and	 a	 diffusion	 measurements.	 (A)	
Distribution	 of	 the	 radius	 of	 gyration	 in	 an	 random	 ensemble	 of	 biosensors	 with	 realistic	
geometries.	 Conformers	with	 a	 distance	 <	 8Å	 between	 the	 central	 linker	 and	 either	 of	 the	
fluorescent	proteins	were	selected	to	estimate	the	effect	of	a	hypothetical	interaction	between	
the	 linker	 and	 the	 fluorescent	 proteins.	 Linker	 interactions	 with	 the	 FP	 results	 in	 a	 slight	
contraction	of	the	ensemble.	(B)	Auto-correlation	curves	for	biosensors	containing	glutamate	
residues	 (C)	 Comparison	 of	 the	 measured	 diffusion	 coefficients	 and	 scaling	 exponents	 for	
effective	concentrations.	The	rise	in	scaling	exponent	is	not	accompanied	by	a	change	in	the	
diffusion	coefficient.	(D)	Correlation	between	scaling	exponents	and	diffusion	times	shows	no	
correlation	between	the	two	parameters	(Pearson	coefficient	=	-0.06).	
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Fig.	S3:	Power	law	fits	to	experimentally	determined	effective	concentrations	for	linkers	with	
variations	in	polyampholyte	strength,	chain	flexibility,	hydrophobicity	and	aromatic	residue	
content.	The	quality	of	the	0.25K_0.25E	data	series	did	not	allow	determination	of	a	scaling	
coefficient.	
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Fig.	S4:	Power	law	fits	to	experimentally	determined	effective	concentrations	for	linkers	with	
combinations	of	charged	residues	and	leucine	or	proline.	
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Table	S1:	Full	sequence	of	all	linkers	used:	
 

	

Linker name Linker sequence Estimated helicity (%) 

GS    

GS20 GSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGS - 

GS30 GSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGS - 

GS40 GSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGS - 

GS60 GSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGS 0.01 

GS120 GSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGS
GSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGS 

- 

E    

0.05E20 GSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSG - 

0.05E40 GSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGS - 

0.05E60 GSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSG 0.02 

0.05E120 GSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSGSG
SGSGSGESGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGESG 

- 

0.1E20 SGSGSGSGS - 

0.1E40 GSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGS  - 

0.1E60 GSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGS 0.04 

0.1E120 GSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGS
GSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSEGSGSGSGSGESGSGS 

- 

0.2E20 GSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGS - 

0.2E40 GSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGS - 

0.2E60 GSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGS 0,06 

0.2E120 GSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSE
GSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGSGSEGS 

- 

0.33E21 GESGESGESGESGESGESGES - 

0.33E42 GESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGES - 

0.33E60 GESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGES 0,06 

0.33E120 GESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESG
ESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGESGES 

- 

0.5E20 GESEGESEGESEGESEGESE - 

0.5E40 GESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESE - 

0.5E60 GESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESE 0.12 

0.5E120 GESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEG
ESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESEGESE 

- 

R    

0.05R20 GSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSG - 

0.05R40 GSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGS - 

0.05R60 GSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSG 0.03 

0.05R120 GSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGSG
SGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSGS 

- 

0.1R20 GSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGS - 

0.1R40 GSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGS  - 

0.1R60 GSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGS 0.04 
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0.1R120 GSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGS
GSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGSGSGSRGSGSGSGSGRSGSGS 

- 

0.15R20 GSGRSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSG - 

0.15R40 GSGRSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSGSGRSGS - 

0.15R60 GSGRSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSGSGRSGSGSGRSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSG 0.06 

0.15R80 GSGSGRSGSGSRGSGSGSRGSGSGRSGSGSRGSGSGRSGSGSGRSGSGSRGSGSGRSGSGSR
GSGSGSRGSGSGRSGSGS 

- 

0.2R20 GSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGS - 

0.2R30 GSGRSGSGRSGSRGSGSRGSGRSGSGRSGS - 

0.2R40 GSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGS - 

0.2R60 GSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGSGSRGS 0.07 

L 

0.05L20 GSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSG - 

0.05L40 GSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGS - 

0.05L60 GSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSG 0.03 

0.05L120 GSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGSGS
GSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSGS 

- 

0.1L20 GSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGS - 

0.1L40 GSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGS  - 

0.1L60 GSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGS 0.04 

0.1L120 GSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSG
SLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGLSGSGS 

- 

0.15L20 GSGLSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSG - 

0.15L40 GSGLSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGLSGS - 

0.15L60 GSGLSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGLSGSGSGLSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSG 0.15 

0.15L120 GSGLSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGLSGSGSGLSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGLS
GSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGSGLSGSGSGLSGSGSLGSGSGSLGSGS 

- 

0.2L20 GSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGS - 

0.2L40 GSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGS - 

0.2L60 GSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGS 0.1 

0.2L120 GSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGS
GSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGSGSLGS 

- 

P 

0.05P20 GSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSG - 

0.05P40 GSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGS - 

0.05P60 GSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSG 0.01 

0.05P120 GSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGSG
SGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSGS 

- 

0.1P20 GSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGS - 

0.1P40 GSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGS  - 

0.1P60 GSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGS 0.01 

0.1P120 GSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGS
GSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGPSGSGS 

- 

0.15P20 GSGPSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSG - 

0.15P40 GSGPSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGPSGS - 

0.15P60 GSGPSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGPSGSGSGPSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSG 0.01 
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0.15P120 GSGPSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGPSGSGSGPSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSG
PSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGSGPSGSGSGPSGSGSPGSGSGSPGSGS 

- 

0.2P20 GSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGS - 

0.2P40 GSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGS - 

0.2P60 GSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGS 0 

0.2P120 GSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSP
GSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGSGSPGS 

- 

0.25P24 GSPGSGPSGSPGSPGSGPSGSPGS - 

0.25P40 GSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGS - 

0.25P64 GSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPG
S 

0 

0.25P120 GSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSPG
SGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGSGPSGSPGS 

- 

0.33P21 GPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPS - 

0.33P42 GPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPS - 

0.33P60 GPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPS 0 

0.33P120 GPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPS
GPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPSGPS 

- 

0.5P20 GPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSP - 

0.5P40 GPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSP - 

0.5P60 GPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSP 0 

0.5P120 GPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSP
GPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSPGPSP 

- 

PE    

0.05PE20 GSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGS - 

0.05PE40 GSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGS - 

0.05PE60 GSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGS 0.02 

0.05PE120 GSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGS
GSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSPGSGSGSGSGESGSGS 

- 

0.1PE20 GSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGS - 

0.1PE40 GSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGS - 

0.1PE60 GSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGS 0.03 

0.1PE120 GSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSP
GSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGSGSPGSGSEGS 

- 

0.167PE18 GPSGESGPSGESGPSGES - 

0.167PE42 GPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGES - 

0.167PE60 GPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGES 0.01 

0.167PE120 GPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPS
GESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGESGPSGES 

- 

0.33PE18 GPESPEGPESPEGPESPE        - 

0.33PE42 GPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPE - 

0.33PE60 GPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPE 0 

0.33PE120 GPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESP
EGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPEGPESPE 

- 

LE    

0.05LE20 GSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGS - 

0.05LE40 GSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGS - 

0.05LE60 GSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGS 0.04 
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0.05LE120 GSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSG
SLGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGSGSGSLGSGSGSGSGESGSGS 

- 

0.1LE20 GSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGS - 

0.1LE40 GSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGS - 

0.1LE60 GSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGS 0.06 

0.1LE120 GSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLG
SGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGSGSLGSGSEGS 

- 

0.167LE18 GLSGESGLSGESGLSGES - 

0.167LE42 GLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGES - 

0.167LE60 GLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGES 0.07 

0.167LE120 GLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGES
GLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGESGLSGES 

- 

0.33LE18 GLESLEGLESLEGLESLE  - 

0.33LE42 GLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLE - 

0.33LE60 GLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLE 0.41 

0.33LE120 GLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLES
LEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLEGLESLE 

- 

L+E 

0.1L_0.2E20 GSEGSLGSEGSEGSLGSEGS - 

0.1L_0.2E40 GSGESGLSGESGESGLSGESGESGLSGESGESGLSGESGS - 

0.1L_0.2E60 GSGESGLSGESGESGLSGESGSEGSLGSEGSEGSLGSEGSGESGLSGESGESGLSGESGS 0.08 

0.1L_0.2E120 GSGESGLSGESGESGSLGSEGSEGSLGSGESGESGLSGESGSEGSLGSEGSEGSGLSGESGESGL
SGSEGSEGSLGSEGSGESGLSGESGESGSLGSEGSEGSLGSGESGESGLSGESGS 

- 

0.1L_0.3E20 GSEGESLGESGESLGESEGS - 

0.1L_0.3E40 GSEGESLGSEGESEGSLGESEGSLGESEGSEGLSEGSEGS - 

0.1L_0.3E60 GSEGESGLSEGESGESLGSEGESEGSLGESGESLGSEGESEGSLGESGESEGLSGESEGS 0.14 

0.1L_0.3E120 GSEGESLGSEGESGESLGESGESEGSLGESGESEGSLGESGESEGSLGESGESEGSLGESGESLGS
EGESGESLGSEGESGESLGSEGESGESLGSEGESGESLGESGESEGSLGESEGS 

- 

0.1L_0.5E20 GESEEGLESEEGELSEEGES - 

0.1L_0.5E40 GESEEGESLEGEESEGLESEEGELSEGEESELGESEEGES - 

0.1L_0.5E60 GESEGEESELGESEEGELSEGEESELGESEEGESLEGEESEGLESEEGESLEGEESEGES 0.16 

0.1L_0.5E120 GESEGEESEGLESEEGESELGESEEGESLEGEESEGELSEGEESEGLESEEGESELGESEEGESLEG
ESEEGELSEGEESEGLESEGEESELGESEEGESLEGESEEGELSEGEESEGES 

- 

E+L 

0.1E_0.2L20 GSLGSEGSLGSLGSEGSLGS - 

0.1E_0.2L40 GSGLSGESGLSGLSGESGLSGLSGESGLSGLSGESGLSGS - 

0.1E_0.2L60 GSGLSGESGLSGLSGESGLSGSLGSEGSLGSLGSEGSLGSGLSGESGLSGLSGESGLSGS 0.10 

0.1E_0.2L120 GSGLSGESGLSGLSGSEGSLGSLGSEGSGLSGLSGESGLSGSLGSEGSLGSLGSGESGLSGLSGES
GSLGSLGSEGSLGSGLSGESGLSGLSGSEGSLGSLGSEGSGLSGLSGESGLSGS 

- 

RE 

0.1RE20 GSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGS - 

0.1RE40 GSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGS - 

0.1RE60 GSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGS 0.09 

0.1RE120 GSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSR
GSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGSGSRGSGSEGS 

- 

0.2RE20 GSRGESRGESGRSEGRSEGS - 

0.2RE40 GRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGES -
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0.2RE60 GRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGES 0.20 

0.2RE120 GRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRS
EGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGESGRSEGSRGES 

- 

0.25RE20 GRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSE - 

0.25RE40 GRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSE - 

0.25RE60 GRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSEGRSE 0.14 

0.33RE18 GRESREGRESREGRESRE        - 

0.33RE42 GRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESRE - 

0.33RE60 GRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESRE 4.48 

0.33RE120 GRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRES
REGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESREGRESRE 

- 

KE    

0.1KE20 GSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGS - 

0.1KE40 GSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGS - 

0.1KE60 GSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGS 0.08 
0.1KE120 GSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSK

GSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGSGSKGSGSEGS 
- 

0.2KE20 GSKGESKGESGKSEGKSEGS - 

0.2KE40 GKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGES - 

0.2KE60 GKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGES 0.17 

0.2KE120 GKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSE
GSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGESGKSEGSKGES 

- 

0.25KE20 GKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSE - 

0.25KE40 GKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSE - 

0.25KE60 GKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSE 0.13 

0.25KE120 GKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSE 
GKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSEGKSE 

- 

0.33KE18 GKESKEGKESKEGKESKE        - 

0.33KE42 GKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKE - 

0.33KE60 GKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKE 2.47 

0.33KE120 GKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESK
EGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKEGKESKE 

- 

D    

0.05D20 GSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSG  

0.05D40 GSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGS - 

0.05D60 GSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSG - 

0.05D120 GSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGS
GSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSGS 

0.02 

0.1D20 GSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGS - 

0.1D40 GSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGS  - 

0.1D60 GSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGS - 

0.1D120 GSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSG
SGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGSGSGSDGSGSGSGSGDSGSGS 

0.02 

0.2D20 GSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGS - 

0.2D40 GSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGS - 

0.2D60 GSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGS - 

0.2D120 GSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGS
GSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGSGSDGS 

0,03 
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0.33D21 GDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDS - 

0.33D42 GDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDS - 

0.33D60 GDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGD
S 

- 

0.33D120 GDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGD
SGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSGDSG
DS 

0,04 

K   - 

0.05K20 GSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSG  

0.05K40 GSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGS - 

0.05K60 GSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSG - 

0.05K120 GSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGSG
SGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSGS 

0.03 

0.1K20 GSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGS - 

0.1K40 GSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGS  - 

0.1K60 GSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGS - 

0.1K120 GSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGS
GSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGSGSGSKGSGSGSGSGKSGSGS 

0.04 

0.2K20 GSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGS - 

0.2K40 GSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGS - 

0.2K60 GSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGS - 

0.2K120 GSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSK
GSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGSGSKGS 

0.06 

0.33K21 GKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKS - 

0.33K42 GKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKS - 

0.33K60 GKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKSGKS - 

Y   0.08 

0.05Y20 GSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSG  

0.05Y40 GSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGS - 

0.05Y60 GSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSG - 

0.05Y120 GSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGSG
SGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSGS 

0.02 

0.1Y20 GSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGS - 

0.1Y40 GSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGS  - 

0.1Y60 GSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGS - 

0.1Y120 GSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSG
SYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGSGSGSYGSGSGSGSGYSGSGS 

0.02 

0.15Y20 GSGYSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSG - 

0.15Y40 GSGYSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGYSGS - 

0.15Y60 GSGYSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGYSGSGSGYSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSG - 

0.15Y120 GSGYSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGYSGSGSGYSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGY
SGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGSGYSGSGSGYSGSGSYGSGSGSYGSGS 

0.03 

0.2Y20 GSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGS - 

0.2Y40 GSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGS - 

0.2Y60 GSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGSGSYGS 0.04 

 
*=	Predicted	using	AGADIR5,6	using	the	following	conditions:	pH	7.5,	T=	298K	and	I	=	0.2M.		
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Table	S2:	Power	law	fitting	parameters	and	diffusion	coefficients.	
	
Linker series Scaling coefficient (S.E.) Pre-factor [mM] (relative S.E.) D [10-11 m/s2]*  

(40 residue linker) 
GS -1.46 (0.07) 330 (31%) 6.96 

E    

0.05E -1.54 (0.03) 291 (12%) 6.51 

0.1E -1.81  0.07) 922 (30%) 6.57 

0.2E -2.08 (0.16) 1652 (84%) 6.55 

0.33E -2.15 (0.11) 1253 (54%) 6.55 

0.5E -2.05 (0.05) 414 (21%) 6.55 

R    

0.05R -1.54 (0.05) 237 (20%) 7.14 

0.1R -1.49 (0.004) 207 (2%) 5.52 

0.15R -1.75 (0.13) 360  (64%) 5.17 

0.2R -1.91 (0.16) 443 (77%) 8.39 

L    

0.05L -1.48 (0.11) 253 (55%) 6.00 

0.1L -1.50 (0.11) 253 (55%) 7.10 

0.15L -1.38 (0.04) 169 (16%) 6.57 

0.2L -1.41 (0.12) 124 (59%) 6.44 

P    

0.05P -1.54 (0.12) 239 (58%) 5.44 

0.1P -1.75 (0.04) 893 (17%) 6.33 

0.15P -1.69 (0.04) 598 (18%) 5.68 

0.2P -1.79 (0.09) 853 (18%) 6.67 

0.25P -1.72 (0.09) 615 (42%) 7.02 

0.33P -1.52 (0.06) 230 (29%) 7.92 

0.5P -1.73 (0.10) 278 (48%) n.d. 

PE    

0.05PE -1.55 (0.08) 274 (37%) 5.76 

0.1PE -1.67 (0.11) 324 (51%) 5.90 

0.167PE -1.95 (0.05) 605 (19%) 7.04 

0.33PE -2.10 (0.16) 664 (87%) 5.83 

LE    

0.05LE -1.60 (0.12) 345 (58%) 6.80 

0.1LE -1.75 (0.03) 521 (12%) 6.01 

0.167LE -1.96 (0.06) 750 (28%) 6.32 

0.33LE -2.23 (0.13) 1507 (65%) n.d. 

L+E    

0.1L_0.2E -2.16 (0.05) 1230 (23%) 6.30 

0.1L_0.3E -2.23 (0.08) 1033 (38%) 5.82 
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0.1L_0.5E -2.10 (0.10) 296 (47%) 5.63 

E+L    

0.1E_0.2L -1.74 (0.06) 524 (24%) 6.08 

RE    

0.1RE -1.52 (0.12) 257 (57%) 6.56 

0.2RE -1.38 (0.09) 141 (43%) 5.92 

0.25RE -1.35 (0.002) 103 (0.5%) 6.70 

0.33RE -0.99 (0.012) 32 (5%) 6.60 

KE    

0.1KE 1.69 (0.069) 1109 (36%) 7.32 

0.2KE 1.49 (0.083) 478 (46%) 6.37 

0.25KE Did not allow reliable fitting 6.70 

0.33KE -1.54 (0.11) 265 (71%) 5.23 

D    

0.05D -1.71 (0.10) 494 (47%) 5.59 

0.1D -1.92 (0.07) 1072 (32%) 6.42 

0.2D -2.10 (0.03) 964 (13%) 6.46 

0.33D -2.17 (0.13) 614 (69%) 5.70 

K    

0.05K -1.64 (0.03) 321 (14%) 5.67 

0.1K -1.86 (0.06) 624 (27%) 5.68 

0.2K -2.38 (0.02) 2838 (7%) 6.42 

0.33K -2.51 (0.07) 2138 (31%) 5.49 

Y    

0.05Y -1.56 (0.14) 385 (75%) 5.23 

0.1Y -1.11 (0.04) 73 (15%) 5.94 

0.15Y -1.34 (0.06) 195 (24%) 5.97 

0.2Y -1.2 (0.09) 111 (39%) 6.30 

*	Repeats	of	a	single	construct	indicates	a	standard	error	of	~10%,	which	is	likely	to	be	representative	for	the	whole	series.	
n.d.	=	not	determined.	
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